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I Man’ Begins
Second Week
On Campus

SIR THOMAS MORE comes from the loth century to the present in the Drama Department’s
presentation of "A Man for All Seasons" by
Robert Bolt. From left are Ron Krempetz as the

by Lou Buonomo
Duke of Norfolk; Stanley A. Anderson Jr., Sir
Thomas More, and Miss Judith Radu, Lady Alice
More. The production will be given tonight
through Saturday at 8:15 in College Theater.

State Senator Joseph Rattigan
To Speak on Local Government
State Sim. Joseph A. Rattigim,
chairman of the committee on
local government, will speak on
"The Changing Role of County
Government" at the Second Annual College Conference on County
Govertunent at SJS on Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in E100.
The conference, held by the
California County Government Education Foundation, will highlight
two themeseducation and career
opportunities. Students will participate in seminars and discuss
with leading county officials the
role, scope and futtu-e of county
government in California. The
priinary emphasis of the conference is to supplement college curriculum in local government.
An Employment Opportunities
Hour will be of interest to students seeking employment. During
this period students may inquire
about job openings, salaries and
when and where to submit applications.
Representatives from many of
California’s 38 counties will be on
hand to discuss career opportunities in county government. Today
counties employ more than 130,000
people.

Panel To Discuss
Grading System
The International Students Organization (ISO) will present a
panel discussion on the advantages
and disadvantages of the grading
system Friday, 3:30 p.m., in E326.

About 30 colleges and universities in Northern California are
invited to the conference, according to Dr. Burton R. Brazil, chairman, Political Science and Public
Achninistration Department. Soon

atter this conference, Southern
California will hold its Conference
on County Government at USC.
Reservations may be made in
CH223 for a free lunch to be provided for all who register.

"A Man for All Seasons" begins
its second week tonight at 8:15
in College Theater. The Drama
Department’s first spring production premiered on campus last
weekend and will continue tonight
through Saturday night.
Tickets, 75 cents for students
and $1.50 for general admission,
may be purchased at the College
Theater Box Office in the Speech
and Drama Building, from 1-5
p.m., or at the door, beginning
at 7:15 p.m.
Written by Robert Bolt, the
play was first produced in London
irk 1960. It opened in New York a
year later.
The drama is set in 16th century England at the tine Britain
broke away from the Roman Catholic Church. The action of the
play revolves about Sir Thomas
More, portrayed by Stanley A. Anderson Jr., who was King Heru-y
VIII’s chancellor from 1529-1532.
Wes Finlay enacts the role of
the Common Man, who serves to
tie together the various scenes.
Others in the cast include Miss
Judith Radu as Lady Alice More;
Bliss Mary Ann Shank, Lady Margaret More; Ron Krempetz, Duke
of Norfolk, and Steven Trinwith,
King Henry VIII.

Professor Gailey Receives Award
For His Study in African History
Dr. Harry A. Gailey Jr., associate professor of history, received
the Social Science Research Council Post -Doctoral award for his
studies on African history.
Dr. Gerald E. Wheeler, acting
chairman of History Department,
said Dr. Gailey will be relieved
of his duties to study in England
and Africa in the surnmer, 1967.
In addition, the specialist in
African history will direct this
summer’s National Defense Education Act Institute entitled, "History: Relationships of Modern
States."
Sponsored by the U.S. Office
of Education, the summer history
institute will attempt ot undate
training of high school teachers
in world and modern history.
Working with Dr. Gailey this
stunmer will be Dr. Harris Martin,
an associate professor of history,
and Dr. Rolland Rogers, associate
professor of history in Latin
American studies.

The eight-week institute will be
conducted for history instructors
by invitation only.
This is the second directorship
for Dr. Gailey. Last summer the
SJS professor was associate director of an institute in Far Eastern, Latin American and African
imperialism.
Dr. Galley, who came to SJS in
1962, is also the author of, "A
History of the Gambia," published
last year.
"Dr. Gailey is a credit to the
department," said chairman Wheeler, "and we are deeply interested

Fuller To Lecture
"Your Work! Of 2000 A.D." will
be discussed by R. Buckminster
Fuller, SJS’ first Scholar-in -Residence tomorrow night, in Morris
Dailey Auditorium at 8.
The public is invited, free of
charge, a Scholar-in-Residence
committee spokesman said.

Election Code Change

No. 82

in having high school teachers
trained by professionals in the
area."

Life vs. Death
Book Talk Topic
Dr. Gary Albright, tutorials staff
member and assistant professor
of philosophy, will review "Life
Against Death," during today’s
Faculty Book Talk at 12:30 p.m.
in Cafeteria rooms A and B.
Published in 1959, the work was
authored by Norman Brown and
is subtitled "The Psychoanalytical
Meaning of History."
The author describes his book
as "eccentric, an effort to renew
psychoanalysis, and through psychoanalysis to renew thought on
the nature and destiny of mart."
In the book’s introduction,
Brown also states his concern in
"reshaping psychoanalysis into a
wider general theory of human
nature, culture and history."

By DON DUODALE
Spartan Daily Starr Writer
Proposed changes in the ASB
Election Code head a long list of
item.s up for discussion at today’s
Student Council meeting at 2:45
p.m. in the College Union.
Expected to create the most
controversy are changes recently
recommended by council’s Campus
Policy Committee. One of these
proposed changes specifies that
campus political paa-ty posters
shall not contain names or pictures of candidates.
The code as it stands now allows all candidates six individual

posters. Parties are also limited
to SiX posters which may contain
candidates’ names and pictures.
Thus, under the present code, a
party candidate ctin have as many
as 12 pictures on display, while an
independent is limited to six.
PREVIOUS CHANGE

A change already approved by
council liznits parties to two posters, which still may have names
and pictures. Campus Policy Committee recorrunends that these
posters contain the party platform, but no names or pictures,
thu.s allowing party candidates no
more publicity than independents.
Junior Representative Margaret
Davis, a member of the corrunittee,
explains that allowing party candidates the extra publicity gives
them an unfair advantage over independents.
Other council members have argued at past meetings that added
publicity is a fair advantage of
party sponsorship. Miss Davis,
however, maintains that financial
backing and association with a
Tonight at 8:15 in Concert Hall philosophically organized group are
the SJS A Cappella Choir will
present the second performance
of its annual spring concert Admission is free.
Byron Thomas, bass, will solo
in Gretchaninoffs "Nicene Creed."
A senior music major, Thomas
has sung in many campus recitals
and was soloist with the Santa
Clara Philharmonic in 1964, He
will play the Sharpless role in Puccini’s "Madame Butterfly" to be
presented in May under the direction of Dr. Paul Davee, associate
"Foreign Policy in a Nuclear
professor of drama.
Age" will be the topic of Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, consultant to the
A CHORALIER
U.S. Arms Control and DisarmaThomas is a member of Chorment Agency, tomorrow at 10:30
alters, a group of 12 vocalists sea.m. in Concert HalL
lected from the choir, who will
The ASB Lecttue Committee is
sing four sonnets by French composer Milhaud and "Song of the
Birds" by Humpiney Searle at
tonight’s concert.
A Cappella Choir is directed by
William Erlendson, professor of
music. The choir, originated in
1931, has sung with the San Francisco, San Jose and Santa Clara
Symphonies.
Selections on the program represent both contemporary and
traditional music from six different countries. The songs range
from Bratims’ "Wherefore is the
light bestowed?" and Palestine’s
"Exultate Deo" to Stravinsky’s
"Ave Maria" and Thompson’s "Ye
shall have a song."

SJS Choir
Sings Again
Tonight at 8

fair party advantages, but that
extra publicity Is not.
The committee has also recommended keeping in the code a prohibition of carididates’ names from
party advertisements in Spartan
Daily.
These changes were also approved by council’s Finance Committee last week. Jack Groben,
author of the bill under which the
changes are recommended, voted
in favor of the latest revisions.
OTHER DISCUSSION
Other Election Code discussion
is expected concerning possible revisions of Homecoming Queen
sponsorship regulations and handout regulations.
Changes already endorsed by
council are:
A reduction of the number of
gnatures necessary for ASB
election petitions.
A stipulation that only candidates may request an election recount.
A stipulation that election
board officials may not run for office.

On Campus Today

Arms Advisor Plans
Foreign Policy Talk

NEXT PRESENTATION
The Music Department’s next
major presentation will be a SJS
Symphony Orchestra concert ’Tuesday and Wednesday nights, March
22 and 23, at 8:15 in Concert Hall.
Admission is free.
Dr. Gibson Walters, head of the
SJS Music Department and conductor of the Santa Clara Philharmonic, directs the orchestra.

DR. HENRY KISSINGER
. . . disarmament expert
sponsoring the appearance of the
political scientist.
Born in Germany and educated
at Harvard, Dr. Kissinger is a
farmer consulturt to the National
Security Council and presently a

professor of government at Harvard.
His academic honors have included Phi Beta Kappa, Harvard
National Scholarship, Harvard Fellowship and a Rockefeller Foundation Fellowship for political
theory.
Dr. Kissinger is also the author
of "A World Restored," "Nuclear’
Weapons and Foreign Policy,"
"The Troubled Partnership: A Reappraisal of the Atlantic Alliance"
and "The Necessity For Choice."
He has appeared on "Face the
Nation" on television and written
articles appearing in The Fteporter,
The New York Times Magazine
and Harper’s Magazine.
During World War II, he was
a member of the U.S. Counterintelligence C,orps, and from 19461959 he held the rank of Captain
ill the Military Intelligence Reserve. From 1956-1958 Dr. Kissinger was also Director of Special
Studies for the Rockefeller Brothers Fund.

Today’s Weather
Santa Clara Valley: Cloudy
today with chance of rain. Predicted high temperature range:
60-65. Low temperature range
lam night: 30-40. Gentle winds
becoming southerly 10-20 mph.

Where Should a Nice Girl Work?

Waitress Keeps Own Scorecard for Male Customers
EDITOR’S NOTE: The following article was
by a iiwiwrifing student who requested anonymity for obvious reasons.
written

1

"What’s a nice girl like you doing in a
place like this?"
A customer’s flippant remark to a waitress.
The "nice girl?" Me--a San Jose State
College junior.
The "place?" An eating place catering
mainly to the SJS college community.
The comment was innocently intended,
but it started my thinking:
"Is my wait ress’ job not a respected one?"
"Why are male customers often flirtatious,
rude, or fresh with waitresses?"
."Why clo some males transform their
usually bland and obsequious manner into
a bold and audacious one upon entering
a restaurant?"
’’Why do male customers treat a waitress
as if she metamorphosed into a readilyavailable-for-anything wench with iron-clad
hearing and emotions the mome.nt she dons
her uniform?"
-Why aren’t we college student-waitresses
M.alait Wluaaada

treated with the same consideration off
campus, working as when we are on campus?"
I was puzzled, so I questioned several
male-friend-customers who frequent this
place, as well as female co-workers, to try
to find out why the above-mentioned attitudes exist.
One observation from a male college student was, "Guys feel that it is expected of
them to try to make time with the waitresses, or to give them a bad time. They do
it to assert their masculinity."
ATTRACTION NOTED
Another student noted, "There is the attraction to the opposite sex, and with it
a psychological need to get attention and/
or approval.’
A bearded male offered his evaluation.
"In a restaurant situation the guy becomes
the dominating and central figure and the
waitress the caterer of his whims."
One male customer summed it up. "He
knows ’the customer is always right,’ and
he takes full advantage of it."

What do the waitresses think of their
job ?
One female co-worker was quick to point
out that if this restaurant were not a collegian-dominated place, she would never be
a waitress there. Most of the other waitresses also felt that a waitress’ job would
not be tolerable or desirable ill an ordinary
restaurant situation.
"I work here because It’s good part-time
employment to help me through college, and
I come into contact with a real cross-section
of the college cornmunity. The stereo-types,
individuals, in teLlect ua I s, pseudo- i ntel lect cols, different people, obscure people, the
kind -I’d -like-to-get-to-know ones and the
just plain nice people. It’s really a wonderful experience."
A waitress, after being in continuous association with so many different customers,
starts to categorize her pat rorts. After awhile
she gets pretty adept at this arid can even
predict which ones will decide "to tip or
not to tip."
Among many types of customers whom
a waitress serves every day is the debonair,

good-looking young man. He has just seen
the waitress for the first time, but (already)
doesn’t hesitate to ask for her name, address, telephone number, time she gets off
work, and to add, "I’d like to get to know
you." Many a waitress has been tempted
to oblige him.
SOFT-SPOREN TYPE
Another type is the seemingly soft-spoken,
amiable, "easy-to-please" customer, but he
is the most demanding. If a waitress has
let five minutes go by without refilling his
coffee cup, he may suddenly reveal a vicious
nature.
Then there is the young man who brings
his date and wants to make a good irnpression. While the waitress is trying to
get his order and to move on to other tables,
he takes his time reading and re-reading
the menu, while cracking unsubtle, trite
and unhumorous remarks at which his date
embarrassedly giggles, and the waitress
tries to force a smile.
But, now and then, comes in the waitress’ delight.

This good-looking man never complains,
even when he orders an 8-inch pepperoni
pizza and his waitress makes a mistake on
the order, bringing him a 14 -inch onion
pizza instead. He smiles good-naturedly
when she slips and spills a whole pot of
boiling coffee on his handsome Brooks
Brothers suit.
This customer does not mind if she fargets to take his salad to him until he has
finished his dessert.
He assures his waitress that she looks
fresh and lovely in her red and white uniform, while she knows her slip is showing,
her hair is drooping in her face, and spaghetti sauce stain is all over the front of
her "crisp, white" blouse.
He’s the customer who leaves his waitress
a big tip and says pleasantly as he leaves,
"Good night, Sally," remembering her name
even though he heard it only once when a
"pizza cook" was yelling at her to pick up
her "getting-ice-cold pizza."
Sound like a dream customer? A waitress
can dream, can’t she?

Rabble Rouser
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Ti’e Believe

By PATRICK HEFFERNAN
YOU can put away )our smiles because
you won’t find anything funny in today’s
Rouser . . . the "Non) business" I told
about in the ASB government is no longer
fiumy; it has become very ugly.

The Light Touch
EDITOR’S NOTE: Is SJS really in the dark?
Today’s editorial is the third in a five-part series
dealing with the lighting around the campus.

Mercury vapor lights are expensive.
But their advantages far exceed those
of the corn entional incandescent
lamps. The most obvious ad% antage
is illumination. Mercury vapor lamps
deliver 100 per cent of their illumination to areas that can use it. Incan. descent lamps deliver about 15-20 per
cent of their illumination, the rest
being, spent in the sky or on trees, etc.
Mercury vapor lamps require very
little maintenance. The average life of
the lighting unit( not "bulb") is about
five years. This, of course, altnost eliininates costly end frequent bulb
changes. Another maintenance saving
is that the lighting fixture is aluminum. hence deterioration is minimal.
Certainly there is a cost of maintenanee, however, stnall. But this
, should not bother the property owners
:! who must pay for the lights near their
land, because maintenance is taken
- care of by the city. In other words,
after the initial cost of the light, there
is no further assesment or cost.

the owner about :7:100. This atnount
e to be paid
wouldn’t necessarily
immediately. It could be spread out
over a period of time.
Another answer to payment would
be for the city to pay the contractor
initially. Then the individual property owners could pay off the city.
They could take up to 10 years if need
be. Interest on this would be a reasonable 5 per cent.
Payment does not seem to create
any major problems. It seems that
with all the money spent for rent,
kegs, "functions", etc., a small amount,
pro-rated over several years, cannot
hurt anyone, especially when the total
beneficial effect is realized.
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"However, the AFLCIO controls only a small
percentage of the total population."

Wri ters Examine War, Reorganization
Prof. Porter Discusses
Reorganization Report

Guest Editorial

’Stop Baby -Sitting’
raise, and it seems that only a miracle
will restore it during the budget
session.
Each year the California State Colleges must renew their fight for faculty
pay raises, for more financial autonomy and for bigger and better classrooms. Why can’t the State Legislature
stop playing "baby-sitter" with the
state college system and let it grow up
without the constant necessity to campaign for funds?
The fact is that much time in preparing the "annual" fight could be
spent better working on improving
the academic atmosphere of our institutions. recruiting faculty members
and planning for curriculum needs of
the state colleges.
Alike Neufeld

IF YOUR
GIRLFRIEND
IS NOT GOING
TO STUDY
THIS WEEKEND, FIND OUT
**************irk********************************************

WHERE THE FUN

...

*****************************Int*****************************

IN TOMORROWS SPARTAN DAILY

Navy duty, etc., he came to his central point,
the mimeo doctunent circulated to the academic community under date of Feb. 28 from
the Office of the President and titled "Report to the Academic Council on the Recommended Plan for Reorganization."
Bob says the President is batting .500, and
that this is very much OK for the big leagues.
He says the President belted it clean over
the outfield fence in saying "The changes recommended by the council are modest," but
Captains of Erudition, or their lieutenants,
that it was Casey at the Bat for the statement that "The day is past when Veblen
can at will command and dispose .the forces
in the field."
Christopher says it’s high noon for the
Normal School rearguard on this campus
where. in large areas such as the one under
discussion by Dean Gunderson and Cliff Heisterberg, it is martial law and the drumhead
court martial for those few remaining rebels
who flirt with this jazz about scholarship and
professionalizationall under a smooth facade
of mobocracy labeled democracy.
He says the last three or so holdouts will
have been disposed of by a year from now,
when they will be on campuses far far away
from Washington Square, as are about 30 of
their predecessors from past years.
As for myself, such few dieas as I have on
this topic are already in print or on tape, so
I again pass the matter along to the academic community for whatever interest it
might have.
Albert Porter
Associate Professor of Business
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Student Says Letter Is
’Twisting of Thoughts’
James Brescoll’s letter in response to Susan Cole is indicative of a frightened and
threatened section of the American people,
a section which must twist, distort and corrupt any view or idea which, as they believe,
threatens .the basic premises upon which
they exist.
He attacks Mrs. Cole for being "scared"
by "anyone who prefers war to love," and
then asks why "she supports the hurrahs
of hate spewed forth by the wailers for war’s
end."
Note the choice of words: "hate spewed
forth wailers for war’s end." By sorne
strange twist, Mrs. Col:C-00"N advocating -love instead of hate, peace instead of slaughter, is now spewing forth "hate." Thus, love
becomes equated with hate and, by inference,
hate and violence becomes love.
He accuses Mrs. Cole of being unable to
"realize the factors of life and death," because she abhors American tactics in Viet
Nam. On the contrary, it is with just these
factors that she is concerned . . .
He accuses her and her "group" of "raising
their dusty minds in clawing fury over a
concept called ’freedom,’ " and making "the
principles of integrity and honesty something
obscene." He says that hers is "yet another
shrill scream for her brand of "warped
peace," which "carries with it the dictatorial
sickness of the Hitlers of this world."
Again notice the choice of language, and
again the twisting of thoughts and ideas. A
cry for peace becomes a "shrill scream."
Peace now carries with it "the Hitters of
this world," and by implication, those who
make war and death now cam, peace. Johnson with his napalm becomes Gandhi with
his love, and Gandhi with his love becomes
Hitler with his oven.
Orwell would have recognized this subtle
twisting, of course, and so will the readers of
1984; it is called double think. And as it represents not only Mr. Brescoll’s view, but the
view of those in Washington; its implications
for mtm are terrifying indeed.
John Hansen
A13377

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS

Monday night she had had enough and
went to John to find out just why she
wasn’t told about the Intramurals Committee and the Elections Committee and
all the other committees whose actions she
was supposed to initiate and never was
told about.

SHORT-RANGE
What WIIS our president’s answer to her?
Simple: Kalil), said she was told that Joint
was dealing wills the long-range problems

and she was "short-range"in other words
useless.
I guess it hurts to be told you’re useless,
even when you know what he really meant
was that you are just "out" politically.
But if Kathy Schwent is useless anti
can’t do her job, I just wonder about a
few other people, such as Bill Clark, ASB
treasurer. Just how useful can he be as a
treasurer when he is serving on 17 committees (appointed to them by John) and
on the College Board of Governors? Just
how useful could anyone be trying to carry
out all those responsibilities . . . or does
he?
RESPONSIBILITIES

And just how can John carry out his
resopnsibilities when he can’t let his executive secretary give him the administrative
help she should, and he is frequently out
of town on "ASB business" on ASB
money?
Obviously, he can’t because council is
still waiting- for his report on the $1500+
trip he and his political pals Clark and
Heinrich took to the ASGUSA meet that
report was due in October; and they are
still waiting for him to appoint the rest of
tre Intramurals Committee, several weeks
overdue.
And John doesn’t even look pretty in
council.

ctudent Price4

LENI1WIT EZECTR/C
is conducting on-campus interviews

MARCH 11

Friday

Lenkurt Electric leads in the development and manufacture of multiplex,
microwave, and data transmission systems for communications.

Lenkurt Engineers. have glade s i gni f i cant contributions to the advancement
of communications techniques.
Our Training Programs for B.S.
M.S.
graduate Electronics Engineers build
solid, practical foundations for
growth in Development Engineering or
Marketing Engineering.
Find out more about the exceptional
careers awaiting you with the recognized leader in multichannel transmis"’ sion systems. Contact your Placement
Office for an interview on campus.

LENIIURT ELECTRIC
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS ( ;14:
1105 County Road
San Carlos, California 94070

.0"

However, Kathy was elected by the students to do a johExecutive Secretary
and she didn’t like it when The Machine
let her do nothing but look pretty at Council and then claim she was useless.
In theory, the executive secretary is supposed to serve as liaison between the executive branch and the committees that do
the work of the ASB. The practice this
year has been to ignore her. Hendricks
has gone over her head all year to the
committee chairmen for action and let
her find out about it as hest she could.

Thrust and Parry

Editor:
Upon my return from the Navyand incidentally I thinic my colleagues of the past
The assessment, if it is ever to be
two weeks would like it known that the
Kearsarge (CVS-33) is a first-class fighting
levied, would be based on the amount
ship of the line, not a "Naval R,eserve trainof frontage feet of land individual
ing ship," as in the recent editor’s precede
Robert Christopher (A9455) came in for
property owners have. The price of
one of our regular conversations.
the lights would run about $2.15 per
After some hand-to-hand rhetorical comfoot. A 50-foot lot, then, would costA,[hat about how I could morally justify that

The California State Legislature and
Governor Edmund G. Brown should
seriously- consider allocating the full
11.2 per cent faculty pay raise as endorsed by the California State Board
of Trustees.
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke has
-tated that the suggested pay
raise would "bring us (the California
State Colleges) up to 1956-58, the last
year we were competitive in college
recruitment ."
If SJSC and the other California
State Colleges hope to attract prominent. well qualified professors, they
must be able to compete, salary wise,
with other institutions of higher education.
Governor Brown’s budget did not
pros ide for the suggested faculty pay

Kathy Schwent, ASB executive secretary, found out Monday night just how
ugly it can get.
Kathy, like others in the ASB government who are not part of The Machine,
realized that JOHN works around people
who don’t play ballthat’s politicsand
everyone from Domia Kennedy to Richard Epstein apparently figured this out

Shirts
Pants
Dresses

261/2c
Jackets

Skirts
Coats

Suits

59c
$1.17

(107, Discount on Dry Clenning)
Wash and Dry Laundry

I 31/2c lb.

Ypene:Ii jaundr9
4th and Santa Clara
295-5504
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Student Interviews Stars
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World Forum

’Celebrities Human’
loos ist.Thi.1.1,
Spartan Dolly Staff Writer
Rhbert E. Podesta Jr., &IS hictory major. does mere than just
attend classes each semester.
He’s a clisc jockey for the radio
station, KREP (pronounced KEEP) an FM Santa Clara station.
which his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Robert E. Pottesta. own. He writes
for "Billboard." the "Variety" of
the ITHISie vsorld, and he interviews
show business celebrities. The junior Allen Hall resident first became interested in the interviews
while working on the BeHominy
College Preparatory student newspaper, "The Obsemer," in Santa
Clara.
Young Pociesta wrote celebrites’
agents to ask for autographed records, pictures and a chance to set
up a taped interview.
What Bob Podesta wanted to
know was, what does fame do to
a person?
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ANYBODY CAN DO IT
Among those he’s interviewed
are Allen Sherman, The Kingston
Trio, The Brothers Four, Jimmy
Stewart and Bill Cosby.
The former journalism student
maintains anybody can do it.
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Hungry but too lazy to
mak?
Flow about some

SPAGHETTI
All the spaghetti 1on eau eat.
Etety Mon. thru Thurs.

4

$1
Angelo’s Steak
House
72 E. Santa Clara St.

"They just have to realize that
famous people are like anybody
else they’re human beings, and
they should be treated that way."
Piatesta interviessed Bill Cosby
twice and got different answers
to some of the same questions.
The young enthusiast finds that
success hardens rather than spoils
a person.
"When I first met Bill Cosby
he Wa4 bright-eyed and eager."
said Poclesta.
"It was a different Bill Cosby
he next time I talked to him,"
he said, "he was less outgoing.
But then, lie didn’t need the intem lew for publicity, as he once
dict."
NEED OUTSIDE BI’SINESS
One of the biggest problems the
SJS student finds an entertainer
is faced with is getting something
else to fall back on besides his
talent.
"Most entertainers branch out
into some other kind of business
once they’ve made it," he said.
Bill Cosby, he noted, started as
a comedian and is now looking to
acting as a career.
The history student believes it’s
possible to meet famous people if
one only extends himself. Podesta
once wrote to White House press
secretary, Bill Moyers, for an autographed photo of the President.
Ile got back a finished print personally autographed by LBJ.
"All these people are here," saki
Podesta, "and anybody can do it."
From the taped interviews for
!: REP he writes his feature arides for, "Billboard."
STARTED LAST YEAR
KREP, the family FM station,
began broadcasting last year using Robert E. Poriesta Sr.’s
as call letters. The music-
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Mayor May Run

LOS ANGELES (UPI) Mayor Samuel W. Yorty will announce
his candidacy for the Democratic nomination for governor within
two or three days, according to the Los Angeles Times.
Quoting a "responsible source," a story in yesterday’s editions
of The Times said Yorty’s decision to run followed a meeting with his
top aides Monday afternoon at the Biltmore Hotel.
Yorty, yvho was re-elected to a second four year term as mayor
in 1965, has said on numerous occasions that unless a prominent
Democrat challenged Democratic Gov. Edmund G. Brown, he might
be forced to run.

’ inter\ iMS program has included
such artists as Duke Ellington,
Herb Alpert, and the Tijuana
Brass.
Podesta works evenings on its
"Campus Caravan" show in which
each ’Tuesday focus is given to
a different school’s activities.
Why did he change from radioTV journalism to a history major?
"Well," he stated, "I just found
NEW YORK (EPli The Boys Club of America reported with
that
was reading more history anguish that it was being confused with the W. E. B. Dubois Clubs
books than journalism."
of America because of the similarity in the pronounciation of the two
! And that must be the time to groups’ namesand receiving threats as a result.
change.
The confusion amse because of radio and television news accounts
involving the Dubois Clubs. Last week the Justice Department acted
in Washington to require the Dubois Clubs to register as a Communist front group and on Sunday an explosion damaged the national headquarters in San Francisco of the youth group.

Debois or Boys?

I

Y R President
s
eeks Post
VI Director
41

Bob Armstrong, SJS Young Republican president, Sunday announced his candidacy for Area
Three Director of the California
Young Republican College Federation.
Armstrong’s announcement came
at an area caucus sponsored by the
SJS club. Area Three includes
Monterey, San Benito, San Mateo.
Santa Clara and Santa Cruz counties.
As things stand now, Armstrong
will run for election during the
CYRCF annual convention in San
Diego on April 4, 5 and 6. However, if differences between San
Diego officials and the State Executive Board are not resolved at a
meeting in San Mateo on Saturday, the convention site might be
changed and the convention set
back until May.
Artnstrong thus far has encountered no opposition to his candidacy. If opposition is to come, the
23-year-okl social science major
believes it will come from Stanford University or the College of
San Mateo. "Most of my other inquiries have been favoralde," Armstrong noted.
If he is elected, Armstiong plans
to initiitte a three-pcint program
in his area: to organize YR clubs
on campuses that do not now have
them; to make present clubs more
active; to keep the various clubs
informed as to what other clubs
in the area are doing.
Armstrong says that he plans to
make no trips outside the area
before the convention. He also has
"endorsed no candidate for state
1 chairman."
I One issue that might come up
at the convention that Armstrong
intends to oppose is a movement
to get the CYRCF out of the California Young Republicans. "We are
a minority party, and it would
serve no purpose for us to become
divided," reasons Armstrong.

FAMILY!

African Race Conflict
Dramatized by Group
By JUDY WALTER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The small bare stage at SJS
Newman Center was transformed
into beautiful, tragic South Africa
Monday night by the Bishop’s
Company its it presented Alan Pa ton’s "Cry, The Beloved Country."
in a performance sponsored by
SJS Ecumenical Council.
The transformation was accomplished without aid of scenery or
elaborate costumes and lighting.
The various settings were "conjured up" by the skillful acting
methods of Rodney Douglas, Carolyn Doyle, Dorothea Okean, and
John Versy, all of whom- except
leading actor Douglas--portrami
more than one character.
The story concerns an old Zulu
parson from a small village in
South Africa who sets out for
Johannesburg "where people go
and don’t come back," in search
of his son.
SON IN PRISON
He finally finds his son in prison
for murdering a white man who
was "one of the greatest fighters
for peace and one of the finest
church laymen."
The murder brings out the inherent tragedy of South Africa
the fear, distrust, misunderstanding by the races of each other.
"Cry, The Beloved Country," the
narrator mourns, "cry for the
broken tribe, laws and customs
gone, for the dead man. Cry for

the unborn, the inheritors of fear.
Fear will rob you of all if you
give too much."
Some of the most dramatic
scenes occur between the father
of the murderer and the father
of the murdered who had been
neighbors, but had not known each
other until the tragedy brought
them together.
The author seems to speak for
love- "the only thing that has
complete power"as the solution
to the country’s problems.
TRAGEDY SUMMARIZED
The tragedy and irony of the situation is summed up by the old
Zulu woman who says, "We have
only one hope -that the white man
and the black man will work together, seeking not power, hut the
good of the country. We have one
fear, that when they (white men)
turn to loving, they will find that
we have turned to hating."
Rodney Douglas was excellent
as the old Zulu, Stephen Kumalo.
He wasn’t just acting a parthe
became the old man, revealing
many dimensions to the old man’s
character.
Miss Carolyn Doyle, San Francisco State graduate, also reveide.1
her versatility in changing swiftly from the solemn narrator to a
happy, carefree girl.
Likewise, Miss Dorothea Okean
gave convincing portrayals of an
old Zulu woman, a prostitute, and
a simple-minded girl.

Five ideal dates.
Three dollars(s3)
Join in the most adventurous experiment of our time. Operation Match. Let the IBM 7090 Computer (the world’s most perfect
matchmaker) stamp out blind dates for you.
Two Harvard juniors started it. 100,000 students have done it.
Now you and 3,400,000 college students in 1500 colleges in 50
cities can sign up and join in!
Just send us the coupon. Well send you the Operation Match
Quantitative Personality Projection Test pronto!
Then return the questionnaire with $3.00. What you’re like
and what you like will be translated into our 7090’s memory file.
It will scan the qualifications of every member of the opposite sex
from this geographic area. Then it will select the five or more
matches best for you.
You’ll receive your names, addresses and telephone numbers
within three weeks. You’ll be what your date is looking for. Your
date will be what you are looking for. In other words: the matches
will he mutual.
Dear IBM 7090,
I am 17 or over (and 27 or under) and I want to help stamp
out blind dates. So mail me my questionnaire. Quick!
Name

Scheel

Address
Ask about our Europe by all means of transportation student
tour, Auto Purchase/Rental plans available, Eurail passes.

RESERVE NOW!
CONTACT ANTHONY ENCHINM
SJS Grad Student
29744211
in Business
So. 19th

Today’s
ture one of Britain’s must
productions, "Outcasts of the I
lands," procluced and directed h.
Carol Reed.
The film will be presented
3:30 and 7 p.m. Admission
and open to the collm.;
munity.

City

State

tip Code

Operation Match
Compatability Research, Inc.
559 Pacific Avenue. Suite 37, San Francisco, California

tl:13

RENT
’’’"TV""
244-8142

.
A-1 TV RENTALS
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SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY OFFER
TUSSY’S
MEDI CLEAR
now $2.95
nou $1.95

$ 1.(N1 size
$2.50 size

Nuclear Swimming
PALOMAFtES. Spain 11.11.11U.S. Ambassador Angier Biddle
Duke and Spanish Minister of Information Manual Fraga Iribarne
went for a swim in the cold Mediterranean Sea yesterday despite
50 degree weather. Their purpose was to prove there Ls no danger of
radioactivity from a missing U.S. nuclear bomb.
As the search for the bomb went into its eighth week, Ambassador
Duke and the Spanish cabinet minister gave a vivid demonstration
of the meeting of U.S. and Spanish government officials that there
is no hazard to public safety in the area.

STUDENTS!
FACULTY!
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Looking for
That Reacrnr;
List History
Book?
SPECIAL SECTIONS conveniently
located with ALL the Reading
List History Books.

BOW{ STORE
OPEN TONIGHT UNTIL 9
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Spring Fraternity Rush
One of SJS’ Largest

Good for Economy

Professors Emphasize Role
Of Today’s Working Women
t.
itzle
trills Staff Writer
\V
-Pooh’ get out of the
house, Dr. Edward C. Koziara,
SJS assistant professor of economies, says about the role of
women timlity. His wife, Dr.
Karen S. Koziara, is also an
a.ssistant professor of economies
here.
Both Koziaras believe that
wiihaen
t., 1,-anornaking

duties bore their husbands who
work wit h more st ’mutating
commany. The teaching couple
says an opportunity to discuss
and, when possible. combine
ideas is more important than the
fact they hold different theories.
The Koziaras agree that working women are good for the
economy. Ile explains that ideally "we want :in economy that
provides an opportunity for all

4mr.

.1111101

MM

Women mttst overcome imagined loss of femininity as they
compete for jobs.. He says the
answer to the problem is a partner who understands the difficulties of modern woman’s role.
The Koziaras worked together
before coming to SJS last fall.
Earning doctorates at the University of Wisconsin, they were
awarded Ford Foundation grants
to study federal re-training programs of the unemployed.

1616"
2
11.4A.
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Walk in now for
liofbrau Style Food
Roam

Moderate Prices

Eatitern Beef

lob()

% irginia Baked liam

1.h0

Ktikher

I JO

Hint.t
agg

rimed Beef
"al I itrkey

.h0

li Pastrami

11,0

Kowa 1 tit ki s I eg
COMBINATION

Any 2 meats

$1.75

1.hti
PLATES

Any 3 meats

Slab of nutty Swiss cheese

$2.00

.35

orders include choice of Barbecued Beans,
or Nlacaroni, Bread and Butter
Visit the Gaslite for Fun. Banquet Facilities 5 to 700.
Ballroom Leasing. Rooms from $85 Per Month.
SAN CARLOS of MARKET STS.
Located in the Sainte Clair Hotel

those who seek employment to
obtain it." But "females are rapidly becoming one of the most
disadvantaged groups in society," he continues. They are discriminated against on the labor
market.
And why? His wife calls women "marginal workers." Their
real interests lie outside careers
rand they find places on the margins of most careers. But, he
says. "other interests diminish
in importance as women continue to play more and more important roles in the labor market."

295-2626

While they do not teach the
same courses ;at SJS, the Koziaras’ classes correlate. He
teaches a graduate labor economics seminar drawing heavily
on background students gain in
his wife’s upper division labor
economics class.
But life is not all roses and
research. The Koziaras face
many raging students who arrive at the wrong office to miss
appointments they thought they
had with the other teacher.
After hours the Koziaras collaborate on articles for trade
papers and economic journals.
In the past year they have published four co-authored articles.
Life for the Koziaras is not all
economics either. Their love of
travel has taken them to Portugal. Spain and France. They
plan a trip to Russia, Poland
and Scandinavia during the summer vacation they share this
ear.

,

chael O. Stewart, assistant

to

associate dean of students.
"Two things which went into
effect this semester ’nought
about the large spring rush,"
continue:I Stewart. The ft aternitics 1c11..ae:1 an informal rush
oct-iiire ’and they di:I not repay the $3 ettsh
,
lie.is
i..

Dr. Edith Elder, member of the SJS Advisory Board, recently
was honored by Nebraska Wesleyan University when if dedicated
the Elder Art Gallery. Richard Haws, NWU Student Council president, holds one of Mrs. Elder’s paintings displayed at the gallery
named in honor of her family. Dr. Elder has taught French at SJS
and been invited twice fo Mach Russian.

Junior Patrons To ’Sell’ SJS
To Santa Clara County Area
"San Jose State needs to be
sold to this community," and the
Junior Patrons intend to see
that the job is done, according
to Mrs. Donald Ryan, second
vice president of the group.
Laboring under the idea that
there was no young group helping the college, Mrs. Robert
Clark, wife of the president of
the college, and 10 to 12 other
young people of the community
got together last fall to form an
organization to service the college community.
Composed of alumni, faculty
vadves, and friends of the college, the Junior Patrons first set
about organizing itself ;and electing’ officers. Under the tutelage
of a small steering group, they
sponsored the children’s drama
"Pied Piper," presentee! last fall
at SJS by the Drama Department.
Expanding, the gmup has
reached a membership of about
30 and will have ati Ilico it) the

Alumni House with a college
extension.
Upcoming projects to carry
out its function of providing
service and funds to the college will include the starting of
a program this fall to conduct
tours and provide orientation to
high school students interested
in the Art Department at SJS.
To furnish money for scholarships and loans to students, the
Junior Patrons will also be sponsoring a benefit premiere performance of the Opera Workshop’s "Madame Butterfly" in
May.

Phraferes Sign-Ups
Coeds interested in joining
Phrateres International, a women’s service organization al SJS,
should sign up this week in
ADM242.
The organization plans to
sponsor both a bake sale and a
car wash as fund raising event
this

ST. JOSEPH’S CHURCH
Thursday. March 10
INQUIRY CLASS
Informative lertures on the Teachings of the Catholic Church designed
especially for nonCatholics on Thursday evenings from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m.
MATRIMONY
No cost. no obligation. everyone invited. For further information or private
r
I 292 4124

Most comfortable
lounger you’ve ever worn!

,pring fra-

ternity rush in the school’s recent history," according to Mi-

"An informal rush differs
front a formal rush." explained
Stewart, "because the rushees
do not have to sign up rot lush
and the different activities are
indivi ALIA I
th:r
by
prepared
In a formal mash the
hOUSCS.
WC sends a list of students
who arc. rushing 1.3 the hauses.
Rushees are also tenoned to attend all open houses and the
orient at ion meet ing," Stewart
said.
The 15 fraternities participating in the inforinal rush listed
162 new pledges. Only 52 of
these pledges followed Jarmo!
rush procedures. the other 110
followed the informal rush meth tut This was possible Stewart
said because many of the fraternity members persuaded their
friends to rush.
"The sorority rush procedure

Angel Flight Club
Changes Uniforms
To Air me Style
Silver blue jack t s and
.d toe
ald
straight skirts hai
familiar white blouses sir.i pleated skirts of the AFROTC ortiliitted Angel Flight. a coed seivice organ iZil t ion.
Resembling the uniforms of
airline stewardess’ some 50 Angel Flight actives and pleigss
received the styli,:h unif31111A
last week, according to Louise
Ettate. Angel Flight tr..iterials
officer.
’’’rhe uniforms are made of
dacron and polyester fahric--the
same material used for the regular Air Force uniform," the Angel Flight spokesman said "As
a campus organization, we wanted to be identified more with the
Air Force. That’s why we chose
uniforms that resembie Air
Poree uniforms," she added.
A white shoulder rope, resembling a military fourage, is
worn with the uniform by the
actives, while pledges wear only
the uniform, Miss Ettare explained.
-- V

1.1’ this semester was semi -formal," according to Miss Viaginia
Ellis, panhellenie ;adviser.

"Approximately 100 students
rushed this semester, although
only 68 students pledged." Miss
students
"Many
said.
Ellis
dropped because of illness or because they decided not to rash
after all."
"The percentage of those
pledging was the same percentage of those pledging doling the
past two years, but the number
of girls pledging was ’mei," she
continued. Two houses did not
participate in rush week which
may have contributed to this
decrease.
Rushees were required to sign
up for rush, to attend all open
houses and parties.
"Houses are still halving informal rush. Miss Ellis commented, and rush will continue
until the end of the semester or
until the houses have leached
their limitation of 80 members,"
The average number of pledges
in the sororities has been about
65 to 70 memb...rs.

BEAU TIES I
ENeiAtalMENTS

Cynthia

Bryson, senior home
econamics major from Arcadia
and member of Kappa Kappa
Gamma. has announced her engagement to First Lt. Kelly
Hudson, a 1962 University of
Santa Clara graduate from Livermore and member of Kappa
Zeta Phi. The couple plan to
wed in June 1966.
Carol Patin, senior fine arts
and elementary education major
from San Martin and member
of Mu Phi Epsilon, professional
music sorority, is engaged to
Michael Hicks, a graduate student in social science from Santa Cruz. The couple plan a December 1966 wedding.
Diana Lee Worthen, sophomore physical edur.ation major
from Torrance, and Landoll R.
Bunke, sophomore industrial arts
major at El Camino College,
have announced their engagement.
PINN1NGS
Diane Cleary, senior recreamaj:n trom Alameda and
member of Delta Zeta, is pinned
to Jack Burkett, sophomore business major from San Luis Obispo
iand member of Kappa Sigma.

tion

Pam Hamlin, junior social science major from San Carlos and
member of Alpha Phi. has accepted the pin of Rich Merrtt,
junior pre-med student
and
member of Alpha Tau Omega.
Patty Logan. junior sociology
major from Long Beach and
member of Delta Gamma, is
pinned to 3Ilke Rodsater, senior
Long
in.surance major from
Beach and member of Theta Chi.

The bigger
the campus
the better for

Get this:

JUMP
SUIT
15.95

WE
HAVE
THE

Grodins leaps out

0

with this great new
one piece lounge suit
styled by Bill Parry. Greatest
comfort idea in years, and
Grodins price wears easy too.
For lounging, T.V. or after ski.
Buy two -- one for her.
Luxury corduroy in Blue,
Gold, and Olive.
You couldn’t he more classic wearing Shakespeare. Rand Saddles are authentic
from the very first stitch to the last perforation. Smooth leather in black forest with
black saddle. Black cherry with black saddle. Black with black saddle. Or black
cherry scotch grain leather with smooth black saddle. Rand Shoes 515.00 to $25.00.
wouldn’t you like

GRODINS
SAN ANTONIO CENTER SHOP MONDAY THRU SATURDAY UNTIL 9:30 p.m.
SHOP MONDAY THRU SATURDAY UNTIL 9:30 p.m.
VALLEY FAIR

tri be in otir shoes’? Most of Amer

a is. International

. St. Louis, Mo.

Available at these fine stores:
Baron’s Shoes
287 South Taafe Street
Sunnyvale

Seward’s Shoes
3117 Meridian Road
San Jose

Felix’s Shoes
2057 El Camino Real
Santa Clara

Gas Prices
in San Jose
(Major Oil Co. Gas!)

Puritan Oil
4th & William
6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor
I3th & Julian
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Swimmers’ Record
Tested Tomorrow
Clumsy swim coach Tom O’Neill
hopes his fortunes continue this
week when he and his team journey to San Fernando State in
Northridge for the College Division Regionals.
"I’m just a lucky coach that
stwnbles through when everybody
else pulls through," O’Neill claims.
Despite the short mentor’s assistance, San Jose mermen ran up
an S-1-1 record tho; year to rank

Bulldog Golfers
Hit Their Putts,
Whip Spartans
Slow greens and tremendous
Fresno State efforts proved too
much for SJS golfers Monday as
they dropped a 16’41-10% dual
encounter at San Jose Country
Club.
While Jerry Vroom’s linksters’
putts fell short, Bulldog stars
Pete Culver and Larry Anderson
hit their putts to finish with 69
and 68 scores, respectively.
The defeat evens the Spartans’
record at 1-1.
It was the first loss for the
Spartans in seven matches, including six to close out the 1965 campaign. Last year, Fresr State
scored a surprise 131/2 to 131,5
tie with SJS in their first encounter, but fell to the Spartans
23-4 later in the season.
Don Keffer and Dennis McDonough were San Jose winners. Jim
Troncatty earned a tie, although
firing a poor round.
Ross Randall and Terry Small
were victims of the Fresno aces.
Both shot good rounds, but fell to
the sparkling Bulldogs.
Chris Andrews and McDonough
paired to take the Spartans lone
best -ball win.
Yesterday the linksters battled
Cal at Orinda Country Club. Results of the match were unavailable at press time.
Vroom’s boomers meets Cal
again Monday on the San Jose
CC course.
411111111111111111111111111111111111111111111114

Intramurals
FRATERNITY BASKETBALL
The fraternity basketball tournament begins tomorrow. All 12
teams will compete in the tournament, with the top four-seeded
teams drawing byes tomorrow.
They will play the first-round
winners Friday.
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Seniors Hit All But 504 Points;
Top Three Scorers Graduate
By PAUL SAVOIA
Spartan Daily sporte Editor
Basketball coach Stu Inman will
be faced next season with the job
of replacing 1,150 of the 1,654
points his cagers scored this season.
The graduation of S. T. Saffold.
Frank Tarrantts, Pete Newell,
Jack Gleason and Guin Boggs presents this problem, as these five
scored all but 504 of the SJS
points.
These figures are computed from
final Spartan statistics released
yesterday, which showed Saffold
as the top point-getter as the
Spartans won 11 of 24 contests.
Saffold averaged 17.4 points over
the year, bringing his three-year
totals of 1,050 points and a 14.6
average.

as the surprise of the West Coast.
The swimmers hope to prove
themselves the best in the threeday tourney starting tomorrow.
Long Beach State, San Diego
State and the University of California at Santa Barbara figure
to battle the Spartan waterclogs
for top honors.
Santa Barbara boasts stars Don
Roth, 100 meters national champ,
and Gary Ilman, who ranked
fourth in 1964 Olympics 100
meters.
UNDEFEATED SOPH
Undefeated backstroker Ted
Mathewson leads SJS finners.
O’Neill hopes the San Jose soph
can take individual laurels in the
100- and 200-yard events.
Versatile Steve Hoberg may see
action in a number of events.
Times and probable entrants will
determine where Hoberg’s enters.
The Manhattan Beach soph set
school records in the individual
medley and 500 freestyle this season.
Freestyler Steve Williams hopes
to grab valuable points in the
sprint events, but faces tough competition.
FIVE EVENTS
Tomorrow’s schedule of events
includes the 400 medley relay, onemeter diving, 50 free, 200 IM anti
the 500 free. Mike Hansen, Mathewson, Nick Schoenmann and
Kevin Currlin carry Spartan hopes
in the relay.
Entries for the 800 free relay on
Friday include Hoberg, Williams,
Jack Likens and an =decided
choice.
Other Spartans making the trip
are diver Steve Hancock, butterfliers Tom Eldridge and Larry
Lefner, breaststrokers Dennis
Kocjan and John Kocal and freestylers Mark Peterson, Greg Swan
and John Schmitt.

Ducats Going Fast
For Tennis Show
Tickets for Friday night’s tennis
exhibition, featuring world pro star
Ftod Laver and U.S. Davis Cup
coach Pancho Gonzales, are going
quickly, according to meet director
and SJS tennis coach Butch Krikorian.
The Student Affairs Business
Office on campus and Gordon’s
Sport Shop still have a limited
supply of ducats. The prices are
$1 for students and children and
$3 for adults.
Action begins at 7:30 in the
Spartan gym with a preliminary
bout between pro star Pancho Segura and Foothill coach Dick
Gould.

MR. VERSATILE-Spartan swimmer Steve Hoberg can swim most
events so well that coach Tom O’Neill does not know where he
will swim his sophomore ace in the Regionals starting tomorrow.

Bronco Nine Rips SiS;
Spartans Conquered 9-2
Santa Clara jumped on SJS
starter Bill Schmidt for two runs
in the first inning yesterday and
went on from there to hand the
Spartans a 9-2 setback.
The loss was the fourth of the
season for the Spartans, who have
won two.
Three Bronco pitchers, working
in three-inning stints, allowed SJS
only six hits, while fanning nine.
Pete Boyle, who worked the middle three innings for the Broncos,
was the winner, although starter
Tracey Cross was equally impressive, striking out four in three innings. John McInerney finished up
for the Broncos.
Santa Clara scored two runs in
the first, added a single tally in
the second, took advantage of
Spartan third baseman Larry Peters’ two-out throwing error to
score three runs in the fifth, and
pounced on SJS..reliefer Frank
Pangborn for ’a run in the seventh
and two in the ninth.
SJS scored in the first on a walk

to Robin Tomlin, a wild pitch and
a solid single to left by Larry
Myers. A walk to Charlie Nave, a
single by Myers and two forceouts allowed the Spartans to score
their second run in the eighth.
Bronco third sacker Bill Schmidt
was the game’s top batman, rapping out three singles and a double
in five trips to the plate. Teammate Bob Spence had a single, a
double, a sacrifice fly and a walk
in four tries.
Larry Myers had a pair of singles for the Spartan,:

Players, Managers
In Football Meeting

There will be a varsity football
meeting tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in
MG201.. According to football
coach Harry Anderson, the meeting is very important and all prospective players should attend.
Any students interested in beFROSH HERO
coming an assistant manager for
The only freshman golfer in the the gridders should also attend the
history of the West Coast Inter- meeting this afternoon.
collegiate tourney to win the
championship is SJS linkster Ross
FIRST LOSER
Randall.
Last season was the first losing
Now a junior, he won the title season in 10 years for Spartan
in 1964.
swim mentor Tom O’Neill when
Randall also holds numerous the team suffered a 2-6 record.
golfing titles, including the Al- O’Neill’s contingents boasted a
maden Muny course record with strong 57-24-1 record going into
a 10 under par 62 in 1964.
the 1966 campaign.

INDEPENDENT BASKETBALL
In Monday’s independent games,
the Awful-Awfuls continued to
dominate "A" league play by beating the Bandits 46-3,3 and SACES
Basketball Inc. 48-45.
In "C" league action, The Havvks
dumped Mole Hall 56-47 and the
Hasbeens upended the Eighth St.
AC 49-37.
In the "D" league, Allen Hall
No. 1 stopped the Ferns 47-42,
Markham Hall defeated the Eighth
St. Lifters 36-34 and the Mojo
Men Beat Phi Epsilon Kappa
58-40.
The Tip-Ins dumped the Bushmen 56-28 to highlight "E" league
action. In other games The Newman Knights upended the Bushmen 56-28, Grant Hall stopped
the Moulder Men 54-47 and the
Razorbacks clobbered Our Gang
74-42, despite a 21 -point performance by the losers, Gene ValIa.

WE

oes for

Hi-11gs - Mid -heel
Frets - Wedgies
We /aye Your sa
AAAA A to
131/2 to 12

Ce!:::rt.21

VAI*1621& MORE
FLOOR SAMPLES
WHITE

Let our modern instruments show
you the very heart of the diamond
you select. Details of clarity, which
affect value, are clearly demonstrated in our spccial gem microscope. Our membership in the
American Gem Society is further
proof of professional knowledge
that is a safeguard to you when
purchasing fine diamonds.

ao

1

..GHOE..5

SCREEN SCENES
CINEMA
Bascom

552 South

MEMBER AMERtCAN GEM SOCIETY

(slid...94

50%
OFF!!

SALESMAN SAMPLES
FACTORY CLOSE-OUTS -DISCONTINUED COLORS ETC. SOME ONLY
ONE OR TWO OF A KIND. HURRY!

8. OTHER LARGE VARIETIES

Air Mattress -Cots
Stoves -Lanterns
Pack Frames - Bags

I.. I Mess KI:
’Or
1 ouccus
99t.
t Imp Stools
Neout Ax.
1. nt Stakes
1.99
Lantern
.
NI.Eclietes
1.99
G.1. Shos el
Ammo
Boxes
1.49
Ef.l. Mallon
.
Ponchos
%Vat or Sunken’ 99r
Pistol Belts
99c
K nap Nicks
Hunt Ing Kw1.29
( .uld P.t 1,,
vow. -......,...... -wan. sloommv-.. ma .4.

IONOSIARIMAILEMAIMPINAMAu.PRIMAA110.1.1

19.99

AND OTHER UPHOLSTERY
FABRICS. Reg 3.00 to 12 00 yd

4014

GE

()I GISTS

625 Town & Country Village
San Jose

241-1758

Open Mon., Thurs. & Fri.
Until 9.30 p.m.

C Y24090
M. SAN ANTONIO
Sam fen

’Ali
111101119.

11

YORKSHIRE
V5709

SAT. 9 TO 6

DOWN
BAGS
9 9 sajpe330,
UP

SI’c
AR/
1.1,
1.99
99e
1.99
99r
99r

n

"THE MOON IS BLUE"

SARATOGA STUDIO
867.3026 396 South First

14502 Big Buda Way

Rod Steiger in

G AY

I
fr3M 8.813
GUNS
Gun Cases from 1.99
Gun Racks from 2.99
29.99
SHOTGUNS
16.99
22 RIFLES

WET SUITS
Surfer JACKET

"ADAM AND THE SIX EVES"
also showing
"TORTURED FEMALES"

MUSIC
Productions

also Gary Lewis and the Playboys
and the Righteous Brothers in
"A SWINGIN’ SUMMER"

I\ -I I \

LIVE

and
present

and
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE
Sat. March 26 at 8 p.m.
San Jose Civic Auditorium
Tickets: $4.50, $3.75, $3.25. $2.50
S.J.

BOX

40 W. Sari (:;111- Si.

Office

Off

OUT

"Ark’E

SKIS

SKIS

Group of
TradeIns
8 Former
Rentals

Co5IPLETE
WITH SAFETY
BINDINGS
IDEAL FOR
BEGINNERS

c 99
sual UP
PARKAS

.111,

1 99

UP
1’1

G.I. BOOTS

19R.e99.5.

BASEBALLS
SOFTBALLS
99C

GOLF SAVE

2.99

. METAL S ,

lo

ENS, WOMENS, CHILDS

OTS 4061
99

THIS CROUP IVORMERIN USED FOR
RENTALS
SOME TRADE-INS
LIMITED SIZES

KI PANTS

Brand New

599,

CUE BOOTS

LARGE VARIETY

THERMAL
UNDERWEAR

FAMOUS MAKES
oroTX911
sp
OS
Bottoms I
tORMERLY USED FOR
RENTALS
991NYLON
BRAND NAMES
PEG TO 79 50

SKI

1 9 ulpARKAs 9.ojkip 9

ii-t4F2K ....."719-91SKI

3

9

WOMEN’S
MISSES’
CHILD’S
Values
to 19.99

NEWEST FINIS? SKI CONSTR
ItION. Will OUT HOORN METAL
SIM WIRY s
INATI MADE
Reg.
1AMOUS iv
fAM/NIA
99.5

1,(.!

%1.19,

Stretch PANTS

,EOYSKIS

LEATERS

UP

Group Formerly Used For
Previously
stragh. itomNa and
Used f or
Get ’cm!
P’^tAIS
Large Selection *

TERRIFIC SUS
. I
C"’ r"’MEvAt
PERI
99 ,0
IMRE
wE
SKIS
A Nil .0IGI Of SIM RUT
LoPITIO SUPPER. COmf
AILS

I I
2

fiefRAW’

AVE 50% TO 75%

USED

/0

12.99

WE BUY - TRADE- RENT

EVIPMENsT:

".I( A S
BOOTS
PANT

BACK PACKERS
HEADQUARTERS

PoILIIret hem. Foam
ENEMY SIZE AND SHAPE
harge For Special so,

79
yd.

/7

"THE CHASE"

294-S544

400 South First

D2.47711

From the hit maker of
"Lawrence of Arabia"
The technicolor, panavision
excitement of
Marlon Brando in

"THE PAWNBROKER"

99

TO

V1ndhreaks fix15
1.99 5x7
4x;
EMI
4.99 li9
7.99 IOW
An10
11799 1 Is 1n
12914
Plastic Cover 9302
Car Covet
iI
over

BASEBAI
GLOVES

FAMOUS BRA DS
Q1 I lk
- PAA1111
Mitehell - Huai h
A iarela
nend - True Temper - Rorldv
Prieuger. Many Ot her Top

Alameda
297-3060
"THE TENTH VICTIM"
and
"THE CONJUGAL BED"

1433 The

"THE LEATHER BOYS"
also Dauid Niven William Holden

COMPLETE

FOAM RUBBER

NAUGAHYDE

MORTOryzdeiait

1199 EL (AMINO

"’AL 4-LB. WHITE STAG 2 19"

SURFBOARD Blanks
Finish It Yourself

TOWNE

295-7238

Rita Tushingham in

felordE

1/20FF

STAG

NIIIRELLA
sit/I:ROOM
IIALET
CABIN
NI AN NIT
I ATION
ls O.ON

all color

JRS ENTERPRISES
Phone 286-5392 evenings

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

OPEN SUNDAY 10 TO 5

SLEEPING
TT
Ns TGAG

Bring them to

ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR
43 E.
294-9929

The RAMSEY LEWIS TRIO

OPEN Ill 9 EVERY MTE

BAGS

Don’t SQUAWK
about your shoes.

all color

AVERAGES 17.4
The career point total ranks him
as the second highest scorer in
SJS history.
Tarrantts, 6-6 center from Palo
Alto, finished second in scoring
with a 12.8 average, while Newell
was a shade behind at 12.3.
These three accounted for nearly 43 of SJS’ average of 69 points
per contest.
Two juniors, John Keating and
Steve Schlinic - Inman’s foundation in next year’s rebuilding plans
- followed in the scoring parade
after late season bursts.
Schlink, not hitting the starting lineup until Gleason was injured, came through with several
double-figure contests to push his
overall average to 6.3, while Keating played his best ball of the season the last two weeks in raising
his points-per-game mark to 6.0.
JUNIORS END FAST
Saffold, Tarrantts and Newell,
in that order, were also the top
rebounders for Inman’s crew, with
Saffold’s mark of 10.6 per game
marking the third consecutive year
he -has led the squad in scoring and
rebounding.
Gleason had the best shooting
percentage on the team with a
55.3 per cent mark. Tarrantts
(49.8), Schlink (44.2) and Saffold
(43.8) followed.
Boggs was supreme from the
foul line, canning nine of 10 free
tosses, while Gleason 185.0 per

U.N_DERS

AAAAA otxricsra

090116.46
/ elf

BE

ishcd thr season with a 2-18 record, top candidates next season
should be Bill King, Tim Holman,
Greg Delaney and Bob South.

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY
$89

DISCOUNT

SI2 to
S30
chnroe n,-,unts
open
td 9

N’T

cent) and Newell (77.8) led the
regulars.
As a team
the Spartans connected on 42.7 per cent of their
field goals and 67.3 per cent of
their free shots.
Besides Keating and Schlink,
Clarence Denzer, Jim Brennan,
Robin Durand, Bill Clegg, Don McConnell, Rick Carpenter and Keith
Erickson will return next year.
From the frosh squad, which fin-

CLEARANCE’ CL
SALE
eu:Z7-5:7’;’: : .7 MOUNTAIN VIEW
REFLECTED TN YOUR DIAMOND

autiful

SPAJW1111 WOLIN-.

IPOLES

TURTLE
NECK
T-SHIRTS

19

AFTER
Sitl

1..,. OBOGGAN
1 .. ,
4........i.a..iai..
--’5ALE

1111/1411I/13111

Weenecday March 9 19r,8

111-.-01PARTAN BAIRN

Special Discount
FACULTY
SlUDENTS,
ALUMNi
,
lust present you,
ASB
,J
Movie & Still
Supplies
Cameras
Equipment
Projectors
developing - printing
rentals - repairs

sw dew

CAMERA SHOP

Rapid Reading Rate Tests
Available in College Lab
The college reading lab, located
in ED235, Ls open to any student
wishing to use materials anti equipment to improve his reading skills.
New students should first attend a staff conference hour which
is devoted to comprehension and
rapid reading rate tests u.sed to
aid the Instructor in evaluating
an appropriate starting point
These hours are Monday, 0:3011 :30 a.m. and 1-4 p.m.; and Thurstlay, 1-4 p.m.; Friday, by appoint, ..ot only; and Monday and

Wednesday, 11:30 a.m.-12:20 p.m.
for a special class of foreign students.
Students who have previously
enrolled in Fteading Fundamentals
and are familiar with material
usage may obtain the key from the
Remedial secretary in ED343 any
time between 12:30 and 4:30 Monday -Friday.
During time between morning
classes, students may obtain Ore
key from one of the remedial inin F:D231.

Attention Coeds
Miss San Jose State Pageant Begins
Applications are now attilable for
the annual Miss San Jose State pageant, sponsored by Sigma Nu Frater-

South Ilth Street.
Anyone who has submitted an appli-

nity, and may be picked up in Hoorn

cation or is interested should attend
an orientation meeting on either

242 of the Administration Building.
Students Affairs office us well as

March 12th or 19th in the Engineering Building Faculty Lounge at

Sigma

Nu

Fraternity

’louse,

148

11 a.m.

For Further Information Phone 297-9976

Spartan Daily Classifieds
AUTOMOTIVE 12)

bed
’MARRIED COUPLE. F.,rr
room apt. $95 per month. Parking,
& dryer. 545 S. I Ith 292-3453.

SERVICES la)
21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
annually. Dave Towle. 244-9600. Class
of ’59.
F...AST, ACCURATE, GUARANTEED ITO,,sies__G in my home. Editing upon request.
.
/59 - 5118 .

Spartaguide

Philosopher
To Lecture
alai
involuntary
"voluntary
Acts" will be discussed by Dr. Fred
Siegler, visiting lecturer on ethics
at the University of Oregon, tomorrow at 8 p.m. in CH161.
Siegler, on leave from the University of Chicago, was selected
outstanding young teacher at that
Institution and has had many articles published, according to Dr.
Amnon Goldworth, SJS associate
professor of philosophy. The talk
Is open to the public.

Summer Job
Interviews
Students totereeted in summer positiO11.4 ShOlild contact
Mrs. Margo Keller, student
placement Interviewer, in the
Placement Center, ADM234, for
further information.
WEDNESDAY, March 16
California State Personnel
Board; CE majors with completion
of junior year for positions as civil
engr. on hwys., bridges, and water
developments. U.S. citizen.ship required.
TUESDAY, March 22
Vick Chemical Company; mgmt.,
sociology, mktg., cam., and psych.
majors for positions a.s sales or
product mgmt. - men under 26
years - U.S. citizenship required.
THURSDAY, March 31
Pacific Gas and Electric; EE or
ME majois with completion of
junior year for positions in Engineering. Permanent visa re-

’61 VESPA 150 SCOOTER. 1966 licen se.
New paint. Excellent condition. $1 75. LARGE FURNISHED 1 bedroom apt. 74
S
Across from Engineering building.
243-3278, between 6 & 8 p.m.
$90 a rnonth. 292.7852.
’52 DODGE COUPE 44,000 act
,
LARGE
NEW HbUSE. 3 guys need I
evenings.
321-3104,
miles.
lmore. 4 bedrooms, 3 bath, electric kitch’60 PONTIAC convertible. Power ste err- en. Quiet. $41.50. 259-2654, after 3
June and Summer graduates
ing, automatic transrniss on. R H wine
lent condition. $500 or best offer. 769- GORDON HALL contract for sale. Extrils
may sign for Interview appointguaranteed.
Work
Electric.
Pica
TYPING.
tudy
G,,od discount. Must se
0268.
243-6313 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
ments IlOW In the Placement
’60 PORSCHE Convertible. 1965 gear Sue Wu3er, 293 9927.
in my home. Experienced, de- center, ADM234.
sacMust
regulator.
linkage. New voltage
TAHOE SKI HOUSE for rent. April 2.9 TYPING
rifice at $1595. 293-9554.
(Easter Vacation). Sleeps 14. $150. Call pendable, reasonable. 294.1313.
MG TD with ’53 Studebaker Champion-. Linda Bleyle at 293-9898.
EXPERIENCED DRUMMER (18) wants FRIDAY
New paint, tonneau. Engine just rebuilt. i
United States Steel Corp.; En1 HOUSING CONTRACT. Apt. on 5th St to join good rock ’n’ roll group. Call
$800 Of best offer. 298-0349.
gineering- f all except CE), physSacrifice rest of semester. $55 total rent. 356-2819 or 356-6593. Larry.
’64 CHEVY IMPALA hardtop, full power, 1293-5909.
Rich.
TYPING IN MY HOME. Sunnyvale area. ics, math, statistics and chem.
new tires, r/h. 37,000 miles. $1750. 354FABULOUS DISCOUNT on Grace Hall IBM electric typewriter. Price per hour majors for positions as mgmt.
3096 evenings.
trainee in engineering, metallurgy,
roommates. Call 293- or page. 245-7999.
VESPA 90. Like new. 1965 model. Low
mileage. lots of extras. $300. Call 264- ,
EXPERT TYPING. IBM electric. ’Theses,
3828.
NEEDED. 1 or 2 girl students fo share term [Japers etc. Work guaranteed. 378new large 2 bedroom, 2 bath apt 8577. Jo V,ne.
’65 HONDA 250 CC. Excellent condi J
Jtlirl 298-0423.
tion. Phone 258-6068 after 6 p.m.
WILL TYPE TERM PAPERS & REPORTS.
’55 OLDS 88. 2 door hard-top. Body & 1 BEDROOM furnished or unfurnisk, CALL 736-2184.
Healed
pool.
1/2 month free rent wiri
tires good. motor needs work. $75 or best
ASSISTANCE ON TERM PAPER WRITmonths lease. I month free with I y
offer. 295.2013, 915 N. 16th.
ING. F’e.ible hours, attractive pay. C
t..ase. 356 5157 -"J. 793 6352.
--293.9877. 1-5 p.m.
’59 TR.3. 296.2889 after 5:30 p.m. & MEN’S
UP TO 95% OFF
ROOM 8 BOARD. Disco.. i
weeket ds
Et.cellent f000 EXPERT TYPING. A,I l’nfs R,
MOTORCYCLES 65 CC & 50 CC.
most raw, good mileage. Roan-. :
HAVE VICTORIAN liar. 2 bedroom furprice. Call 293 5658 or 286.4182.
TRANSPOITATICH4 191
:
ant ques, pool. Will share
Town & Country Village
,rr, ere. 2 blocks from campus.
60 FORD CONVERTIBLE. T.Bird ,
STUDENT
WORKING 2-5 p.m. at CounFully equipped. Good condjtton. 0,
$40.
Stevens Creek & Winchester
owner. $450. 377-9065.
2 GIRLS
.1 another for 2 bedroom ty Hospital needs ride week days. Call ’
Open Evenings and Sunday
ic $4. c, chore & gas. 452 S. 3rd Elaine Sims. Hoover Hall.
FOR SALE (31
Ir. Call 297-7901.
YOUNG MAN LEAVING for Alaska
NEED MALE roommate, to room with soon, need riderls), male or female.
HORN. Baritone, nonfixed bell Buescher 3 others. 2 bedrooms, 2 bath. 148 E. 354-3096.
with CaSe. SI 75. 321.3104.
Wiliiarn. #I6. Call 295-8188.
NEED RIDE to Scotland Dr. area ir SarSCHOLARS ENCYCLOPEDIA. I Ith edi- NEED I FEMALE roommate ta share nice atoga. After 3:30 p.m. Mon., Wed., &
tion 11915). Brittanica. 32 volumes &
bedroom apt. 485 E. Williams, #2. Fri. 867-0296. Lynn.
study guide. Leather bound. A collector’s 298.2171 after 6 p.m.
item. $25. 969-9357.
SUNNY ROOM. Private entrance. FurTo place an ad:
WEDDING GOWN. 1. Magnin original. nace heat, wall to wall carpeting. 406
Was $225. Now $100. Size 10 fitted satin S. 11 th. 294.9687, Mrs. Hawkins.
Visit the
floor length. 293-3012 after 6 p.m.
Personal objectives are about
$125 LEASES a 2 bedroom, fully furas varied as viewpoints on
UNUSUAL, ATTRACTIVE EARRINGS nishe dhome at 440 Elizabeth St. Near
Classified Adv. Office -J206
of
S.
Will
corner
10th
& Santa Clara St.
for whole or perforated lobes. 1-2 p.m.
what constitutes success.
Daily
accommodate 4 college students. 2
Tue. & Thur. 440 S. 10th,
blocks from SJS. Zulpo Realty, 259-4230.
rack.
Surfboard
&
NEAR NEW. Con
Consciously or not, a man’s
10:30-3:30
9 7". $75. Call Lou after 5:30 p.m. 253- 1 OR 2 MALE students over 21 to live
goals are modified from time
in large Los Gatos Hillside home. $40-60
2550.
Submit
ads
2
publications
days
prior
a month. 354.3925.
to time. Even so, the man who
to day ad is to run.
can set his sights early and
HELP WANTED (41
LOST AND FOUND 161
Send in handy order blank. Enclose
stay on course is a good deal
cash or check. Make check out to
PART TIME & summer work concerning
better off than the man who
interviewing. Now interviewing for lim- LOST. SUPERHOUND. Black male Lab- Spartan Daily Classifieds.
wavers.
ited number of men this campus. Na- rador with red collar. 298.5417 until 5
Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465.
tionally recognized company. Call 371- p.m. CY 4.5184 thereafter. Reward.
0146 between 2-5 P.m.
flaying the opportunity to
I NEED 4 STUDENTS to talk to home
work independently and deowners & make appointments for alumiCLASSIFIED RATES
velop your resources to their
num awnings. patio covers & screened
To buy, sell. rent or
fullest potential may fit in
rooms. No selling. Transportation furMinimum
announce anything.
nished from our office at 466 Meridian.
with your career objectives.
Three lines One time Three times five times
just fill out and clip
Applicants must be neat & available
If so, you should investigate
One time
this handy order
from 3 to 6 p.m. daily. $1.50 per hour
the field of life insurance sales
guarantee plus. Call 295.6255 for inter3 lines
1.50
2.25
2.50
blank.
view.
and sales management. The
3.00
4 lines
2.00
2.75
business. offers many chalDINNER HASHER wanted. Mon.-Fri.
5
lines
2.50
3.25
3.50
Meal included. Good food. If interested,
lenges, and Provident Mutual
Send to: Spartan Daily
call Lambda Chi. 297-9989.
6 lines
3.00
3.75
4.00
can give you an early start by
CLASSIFIEDS,
HANDY MAN WANTED. To do chores
Add this
beginning your training in our
1206, San lose State
around home in exchange for cottage &
amount tor
.50
.50
0
Campus Internship Program
College, San lose,
utilities. 61/2 miles from SJS. Must have
each addi
5
car. Non smoker. over age 25 preferred.
Calif. 95114.
for college students.
tional line
Call 258-4988 afternoons or evenings.
Print
your
ad
here:
It might pay you
greSTUDENT over 21 with singing
(Count approximately 33 letters and Spaces
CHECK A
ability to act as community sing -a -long
to find out more.
for
Each
Line)
leader. Weekends. ’Roaring 20’s Lounge.’
CLASSIFICATION
Do Not Abbreviate
Moonlite Lanes, Santa Clara. Apply in
0 Announcements (1)
person to George Atton.
No refunds possible on canceled ads.
Automotive (2)
HOUSING IS)
O For Sate (3)
C] Help Wanted (0)
MUTUAL
LIFE
ANN DARLING Apts. 1 & 2 bedrooms.
"INSUltNCII{ CO AAAAA OP P111,160..141A
O Housing (5)
No. 33rd & Marburg Way.
a
century
of
dedicated
service
O Lost and Found (6)
ROOM IS WARD. $69. Excellent cook.
Personals (7)
2 blocks to SJS. No curfew, Clean rooms
ID Services (8)
293-4275.
B. L. Roichmoth. C.L.U.
0 Transportation (9)
DELUXE STUDENT apts. Brand new. 2
bedroom, 2 bath. Danish furniture, elecManager
tric kitchen, large closets. $150. 4 perAddress
Name
sons. $180. 706 S. 9th. 294-9170.
For
information
regarding
(Please Print)
MEN room & board. 10 meals. $21 per
either your own Life Insurance
week. 104 S. 13th. 286-1940.
nom
City
Start ad on
Program or a Career in Sales
(Date)
I MALE student to share new 1 bedroom
Management call 297-5707.
furnished apt. Pool. $45. 297-6086. After
For
Enclosed is $
118Fh
5 p.m. Mon. & Wed. 10 a.m. Tues.,
210 North 4th Street
Thurs. & Fri.

TODAY
Industrial Relations Club, 7
p.m., Garden City liofbrau, Market
Street and S. Fifth. Lou Timmons,
California state employment officer, wilt speak on "Employer’s
Use of the State Employment Office."
Chess Club, 2:30 p.m., ED449.
Phrateres International, 7:30
p.m., Memorial Chapel, pledging
ceremony, all actives to be present no later than 6:45 p.m. Rushees and invited guests to be present at 7:30 p.m.
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., Cafeteria A.
College Young Life, 9:45 p.m.,
Campus Christian Center, 300 S.
10th St.
Art Planning Committee, 4:30
p.m., A139.
Phl Alpha Theta, 3:30 p.m., CH240.
Alpha Delta Sigma, professional
advertising fraternity, 8 p.m., Garden City Hofbrau.
Math Clinic, starting this week
the math clinic will be open
Wednemlays and Thursdays from
1 to 2 p.m. Free help offered to
students with problems in math.
Young Americans for Freedom,
8 p.m., 404 S. Third St.
PI Alpha Nta, ’7:30 p.m., 315 San
Fernando. Killion Hall, Apt. 19.
Le Cercle Francais, 3:30 p.m,
ED238.
Arab-American Club, 3:30 p.m.,
Cafeteria A and B.
Amateur Radio Club, 3:30 p.m.,
E236.
Inter-Dormitory Council, 6 p.m.,
College Union.
SAMME, 3:30 p.m., E124.
Sangho Club, 7:30 p.m., CI1202.

Campus Christian FelloNship, 7 p in., Campus Christian
Center, 300 S. lOtis St.
Christians for Social Action,
4:30 p.m., campus Christian Center. 300 S. 10th St.
Co-Rec, 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. in
Women’s Gym. Tonight Co-Rec
presents "The Big Freeze" with
the band, Five Pence. Special event
will be an iceberg relay race.

French Honorary Soototy (lots
Delta Phi), 7:30 p.m., at the home.
ot Margaret Mulhollond.
Student Muth Society, 12:30
p.m., ED100.

French Club. 12:30 p.m., CH226
A.I.E.S.E.C. Committee (SAM),
3:30 p.m., B31,2.
Folk Music Club, 7:30 p.m., 300
S. 10th St.
Angel Might, pledge meeting
6:30 p.m.. actives 7 p.m., MY1432.,
Social Work Club, 3:30 p.m.,
CH165.

No carrying charges

SALE

BOOKS

r&Books

qoAls

For your campus agent call:
294-6269

u,

A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS
By Robert Bolt
A Drama Department Production
Tonight, Tomorow, Friday, and Saturday
Curtain 8:15 p.m.
College Theatre

Student Tickets -

75c

For Reservations Phone 294-1931

TENTH ST. PHARMACY

Vol.

Phone 295.9131

lOtli and Santa Clara

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY SALE
. . . TUSSY

To

. . . Medi Clear
... complete cleansing lotion for a carefree complexion!

"A
in 1

... WHISKS OFF MAKE-UP
SOFTENS, MOISTURIZES

msl cicuahcilic31

HELPS PREVENT BLEMISHES
6 oz. Regularly $2.50
12 oz. Regularly $4.00

ity’l
Tc
"Yot
secc
MchiRi

Now $1.95
Now $2.95

Weekend
Ski
Rentals

TODAY

Metal HART Skis
Mercury & Standard Models witlt Poles

$6

Holiday & Galaxie Models with Poles

$6.30

Club To Sponsor
Spaghetfi Feed
Incliiirial Arts Club will sponsor a spaghetti feed today, 4:307:30 p.m., in the auto court between the Engineering and Industrial Arts Buiklings. The feed
is open to the public.

KEY INSURANCE EXCHANGE
20 E. Son Antonio

Opens Tonight

ASB Interviews
All interviews are held in the
College Union, 315 S. Ninth St.
Applications, sign up sheets and
further thformatIon may be obtained in the College Union.
1966 Homecoming Committee:
chairman, 2 p.m., applications now
accepted.

FRIDAY

Alpha Eta Sigma (Accotmtants’
Honor Society), 6:30 p.m., Memorial Chapel, Golden Doors of
Los Gatos, cocktail hour 7:15 p.m.,
dinner and dancing 7:45 p.m.
TOMORROW
Spartan Orleel, 9 p.m. -12:30
Wiimen’s Gym, live music.
San Jose State Cycling Association, 12:30 p.m., Seventh and San
Fernando.
Theta Sigma Phi, 6:30 p.m.,
Married or Single,
JC208.
13th
S.
6
p.m.,
109
Chi Alpha,
You need auto liability insurance.
St.
Annual payments too expensive?
SJS Student Chapter American
Society of Chil Engineers, 8 p.m.,
E132.
PAY BY THE MONTH!
Rho Epsilon, 7 p.rn., Garden City kb
No interest
Hotbrau.

Job Interviews
1E, operations, research and line
operating. U.S. citizenship required.
Jet Propulsion Labonttory California Institute of Technology;
EE, ME, and BS or MS in EE, or
MBA with BS in Engr., Science or
Math. U.S. citizenship required.
Mattel Inc., Toymakers; ME and
IE majors for positions in product
design, mfg. Engrg., IE, quality
control engineer and operations
analysis and systems EDP. U.S.
citizenship or permanent visa required.
Lenkurt Electric; F,E and accounting majors for positions in
development engr. or marketing
for multiplex, microwave, and
data transmission systems and
counting. U.S. citizenship required.
Astro-Science Corp.; EE and
ME majors for positions in magnetic tape recording equipment
for military and industrial application.
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Wood Skis, Poles & Boots

85

Standard Ski Racks

$2

Deluxe Ski Racks with Locks

$:1

Ski Stretch Pants

$3

BUCKLE BOOTS AVAILABLE
Pick-up anytime Thurs. or Fri. return Mon.
Most other ski and %inter equipment are uailable at the same
reallonable rates
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Mel Cotton’s Rentals
1266 W. San Carlos St.

294.1483

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TICO s

1ACOS

PROVI ENT

For a quick pick-up after class, try a:

TACO
ENCHILADA
TOSTADA

ONLY 30c EACH
Phone Orders 297-8421

4th and St. James
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